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GUIAddress Book  

 
In assignment 10 we began implementing an address book system. In this assignment we 

are going to use the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) to implement a graphical user 

interface (GUI) for your address book. You should be able to use the classes from 

assignment 10 without modifications, only replacing the textual interface for a GUI one. 

 

The GUI will be implemented in a class named SWTAddressBookView. You can find a 

template for this class in the zip file, published on the course' web site. 

In addition to that class you are also required to implement the two static functions in the 

AddressBookUtilsClass. (hint: notice that the IAdreessBook interface extends 

Serializable) 

 

The zip file also contains the class AddressBookApplication, this class will serve as your 

entry point. Running the application, you will notice that the GUI is a window consisting 

of three parts:   

 a menu bar 

 a table showing all the contacts (should be ordered by name, alphabetically) 

 a form showing the full details of the currently selected (in the table) contact 

 

 

 

Obviously, the first time you will run the application the table and form will be empty. 

 

What you need to do: 

 

Support all the options of the menu bar, that is: 

 File→New Address Book: Create a new, empty, address book 

 File→Open: Load an address book from a file, using the standard file open dialog  

 File→Save: Save an address book. If it was opened from a file, save it to the 

same file. Otherwise, request a filename in a standard file save dialog 

 File→Exit: Exit the application 

 Contacts→New: Open a dialog asking for the details of the new contact; create a 

new contact accordingly. 

 Contacts→Edit: Edit the details of the currently selected (in the table) contact; 

use the same dialog box as the one for creating a new contact.   

 Contacts→Delete: Delete the currently selected contact from the address book. 
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Additional requirements: 

 

 Before performing a File→New/Open/Exit operation, the application should 

check that there are no unsaved changes to the current working address book. If 

there are use a message box to ask the user whether she would like to save those 

changes prior to exiting. If the user chooses to save the adders book follow the 

guidelines for the Save operation. 

 The table view should always be consistent with the underlying address book's 

contents. 

 Your application should never crash. The only way to terminate the application 

should be by choosing to do so. Decide which exceptions should be handled and 

how (e.g. showing a message box telling the user about the problem). Any 

reasonable decision is acceptable (crashes are not reasonable). 

 Fill in the table with the contacts of the address book, sorted by name in 

alphabetic order, keeping it synchronized with the underlying address book. 

 On highlight (selection) of a table row, fill in the details in the form below it. On 

double click (default selection) open a dialog where the user can edit the contact's 

details. 

 Write methods to implement the various actions. Have your listeners call these 

methods, rather than implementing the full event handling capability within the 

listener's body. 

 The AddressBook.jar file (on our web site) is an implementation of the address 

book functionality. You can play with it to better understand what is expected of 

you. In order to run the jar copy it to a folder along with the swt.jar, open a 

command-line or shell, change directory to that folder and type:  

java –jar AddressBook.jar 
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General Advice: 

 

GUI programming is often done using existing code and altering it to suit your needs. 

The skeleton that is provided to you contains much of the functionality you need in order 

to implement the address book. We provided TODO markers throughout the code to ease 

the implementation. Look for those markers for guidance.  

 

 Download the stable SWT release at http://www.eclipse.org/swt/ or use the 

same swt.jar you have used for previous exercises. 

 SWT Widgets: http://www.eclipse.org/swt/widgets/ 

 

http://www.eclipse.org/swt/
http://www.eclipse.org/swt/widgets/

